Beware the Eye

We are now all living in the eye of the storm. Most of us survived the engineered release (whether accidental or deliberate) and transmission, death, and mayhem of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and its spike protein.

But the storm and the coordinated assault on our mental and physical health, civil rights, and constitutional liberties is not over. Big Pharma and government bureaucrats are still trying to tell us that the experimental, rushed to market, blockbuster COVID-19 vaccines work, and that they are safe, which they are not. As our ally, Millions Against Medical Mandates, warn us “wake the hell up, they are coming for our children.”

While the “eye” of the maelstrom called 2022 provides us with a temporary respite, there is absolutely no time to lose. We must force our brain dead and corrupt politicians, in both parties, to negotiate an end to the war in Ukraine, lift all sanctions, and to begin the long-term negotiation process to ban all biological and nuclear weapons forever.

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3aPAVnK

Sign the OCA Petition to Ban the Reckless “Gain-of-Function” weaponization of viruses and pathogens: https://orgcns.org/swp

The GreatReset? Food Edition

As OCA and our allies have pointed out for decades, we need a new food and farming system that is organic, healthy, equitable, and environmentally friendly, in a word Regenerative. Unfortunately, the Davos crowd, the transnational cabal that tried and nearly succeeded in seizing control over our entire lives during the past two and a half years, have a radically different idea about the kind of food system we need, a system they apparently believe they can force down our throats if necessary. The Great Resetters’ degenerate food system, much like the old, supercharged by fear, indentured science, and censorship, is fundamentally based upon toxic pesticides, synthetic fertilizers, patented seeds, patented lab meats, fake dairy, and other genetically engineered foods. The Great Reset food system they believe they can force us to swallow will involve producing food in industrial vats, urban warehouses, and plastic containers instead of soil. This hi-tech food and farming dystopia, championed by Bill Gates and Silicon Valley, will stigmatize and penalize meat and dairy-eaters, farmers, and literally threaten the livelihoods of several billion rural people around the world who raise, and depend upon, their livestock or fishing.

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3aUwhQu

New Podcast! Good Vibe Healing with Dr. Ealy

Tune in every Monday at 2 pm Central (Noon PDT/3 pm EDT) for our new broadcast with Dr. Henry Ealy of the Energetic Health Institute.

Since April 2021, Dr. Ealy has been keeping the OCA community wide awake and fully informed on all things COVID with weekly reports on the dangers of the gene-editing COVID injections.

Now he’s putting his skills as a healer to the test in his mission to restore the health of people who have been injured by the gene-editing COVID injections. Each week on the Good Vibe Healing show, he shares the insights he gleaned from this work. He does an amazing job of explaining how our bodies work, and how things like fasting and eating a healthy diet help our bodies heal.

This broadcast is free, and you can watch previous episodes, but you must register at Rokin.com—which more than 12,000 of our subscribers have already done.

Watch here: https://orgcns.org/3Li1iSd

Why Organic?

The Rodale Institute writes: “Organic is a philosophy. This isn’t just about food. Organic is a vision for working and living in harmony with nature. The result is healthy soil, which grows healthy plants, which make for healthy people. By abstaining from synthetic inputs and encouraging natural systems, organic farmers help create a better future for people, animals, and the environment.”

Rodale answers some of consumers’ most frequently asked questions: “How do I know that what I’m buying is organic? What are GMOs? Don’t organic farmers use even more toxic chemicals? Why does organic cost more?”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3aN0Rlz

Former Monsanto CEO Takes the Stand

Carey Gilliam writes: “Hugh Grant speaks of walking away with $75 million and being proud of his work over 37 years at the ag and seed giant, Monsanto. Former Monsanto chief Hugh Grant spent several hours on the witness stand [May 31] – testifying for the first time in front of a jury at a Roundup trial – telling the court repeatedly that global regulators had found no evidence that the company’s herbicides cause cancer.”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3MHvaV

Rockefeller Medicine: A Poisonous Illusion

Tessa Lena, aka “Tessa Fighting Robots,” gives us a short history lesson on how the infamous 1910 Flexner Report laid the foundations for destroying or marginalizing natural health practices, closing down most medical schools, “eradicating dissidents,” and centralizing control over what was to become a modern Big Pharma-based medical system, dubbed “Rockefeller medicine.”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/39iCshG